
Worcestershire Careers Hub 
Benchmark Best Practice 
The                                       is recommended to:

a)  Consider this example of best practice for the achievement  
of the Gatsby Benchmarks (tick Box)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Benchmark Criteria 
(insert criteria required to meet benchmark)

1)   - Completion of  

Benchmark                  - 



Please detail below the Careers Activity that takes place in your school 

that supports the criteria required to meet the benchmark: 

Please explain below how you evidence the activity described above: 

Have you submitted a case study for this activity?  

YES    NO 



DATE

EVENT/ACTIVITY NAME

WRITE UP PHOTOS

NUMBERS ATTENDED

SCHOOL DISTRICT
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	Text4: 
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	1: Addressing the needs of each pupil

	Text5: 
	0: 1. Opportunities for advice and support need to be tailored to the needs of each pupil. 
	1: 2. Keeps systematic records on each pupils’ experiences of career and enterprise activity and provides students with access to their own record. 
	2: 3. Collects and maintains accurate data for each pupil on their destinations for 3 years after they leave school and shares data with local authorities
	3: 4, A School's careers programme should actively seek to challenge stereotypical thinking and raise aspirations.

	Text6: 
	0: Each pupil has their bespoke and personalised Education and Health Care plan that includes careers.
Chadsgrove utilises Compass+ and therefore tracks each pupil's career activities and encounters; a rundown of the pupil's profile can be shared from this platform. Destination data is collected, maintained and monitored for three years following their departure from school; the responsibility for this sits with the careers team. 

Aspirations and breaking stereotypical thinking are worked through the entire curriculum and pastoral care. All pupils have an annual review from the date they join the school, including careers and Preparation for Adulthood from year 9. 
	1: Chadsgrove School actively seeks to raise the aspirations of all students- activities are tailored to the student's needs. Activities and worksheets can be completed remotely or in class face to face. 
Students aspirations aren't just raised in career terms but in all areas of Preparation for Adulthood. Challenge stereotypical thinking – we provide this across many ways in school: Creating safe spaces Providing a range of role models with the use of books, literature, videos and images, constantly reacting to change or looking for other solutions whilst ensuring Inclusivity.
Continually thinking about rewards- Reward Shop/ House Points and Merits. Along with the above, we also use set activities such as : Creating a CV, Interviewing an Adult, Challenging Stereotypes, Research Your Future Guess My Job, Coronaviruses Key Workers, Activities linked to Television, Careers Linked to STEM, A-Z Job Roles, How to Ask employers for WEX.
All resources are created specifically for the learners needs using Widget symbols. 
Chadsgrove utilises student voice, student feelings groups, pupil voice monitors, and school council monitors to ensure student needs are heard and met.
These safe spaces allow some students to share their thoughts and opinions with the broader school community. 
Keep systematic records of each pupil's experiences of career and enterprise activity. 
The school Careers Advisor logs and maintains records of all pupil's careers activity on Compass +. 
Twitter is also readily used to log these same experiences. 
Enable pupils to access accurate records about their career and enterprise experiences. 
This information is available at a moment's request, either by the students, their parents, tutors or referring schools, from the logs maintained by the Careers Advisor. 
Collect and keep accurate data for each pupil on their destinations for three years after they leave your school. Please note that most pupils leave at year 14; only pupils that leave at year 11 up to year 14 are tracked (as per Worcester Children First guidelines). 
We have created an Alumni monitoring programme which keeps in touch with ex-pupils and keeps up-to-date records of their planned and sustained destinations. 
The pupils that leave Chadsgrove School are kept in touch with via the Alumni and are contacted at least annually, and the Careers  updates anyAdvisor amended information. 
This information is inputted and transferred into the Careers Advisor tracking system, introduced in Sept 2021. 
Share accurate and timely data on pupil transitions and destinations with the local authority. Chadsgrove School admin team provides the Worcestershire Children First with monthly data. The information gathered and sent includes on/off roll, SEND status, CLA, referring school, registration status, EHCP data, hours per week, start/end dates and destination/school. 
Chadsgrove School works proactively with the local authority and careers advisers around career guidance and progression of vulnerable and special educational needs and disability (SEND) students. 
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